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theories and methodologies for designing machines capable of
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automatically recognizing "objects" in noisy environments.
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Pattern Recognition is the scientific discipline dealing with

Some typical applications are multimedia document classification, remote-sensing image classification, people identification
using biometrics traits as fingerprints.
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addressing fundamental issues for the development of future

Methodological
issues

Multiple classifier systems
Biometric security
Adaptive biometric systems
Adversarial pattern classification
Engineering design of pattern
classification systems

Biometric video surveillance
Computer Security
Spam filtering
Identity verification using biometrics
Multimedia document
categorization and retrieval

Applications
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PRA Lab works on the development of next generation
pattern recognition systems for real applications such as biometric authentication, computer security, video surveillance,
multimedia document categorization and retrieval.
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Intelligent Video-Surveillance: Person Reidentification

Biometric Personal Authentication
The Lab develops face and fingerprint recognition solutions designed to be resilient against
spoofing attacks. The Lab organizes, together
with the Clarkson University,
the “Fingerprint Liveness Detection Competition”.
(http://prag.diee.unica.it/fldc/)
PRA Lab is also among the
partners of the “Tabula Rasa”
project (Trusted Biometrics
un der s poo fing att acks ,
www.tabularasa-euproject.org).

Image Forensics: Text-based People Search
PRA Lab developed a technique to retrieve images of people from a dataset of videosurveillance videos with respect to a textual
description of the clothing, like “person wearing
a black t-shirt and checked blue shorts”. This
functionality can be very valuable, e.g., in forensic investigations, where a textual description of
an individual of interest can be provided by a
witness.

Person re-identification consists of recognizing
an individual who was previously observed over
a camera network, using soft cues like the clothing appearance. It can provide useful tools for
video-surveillance (for example on-line tracking
of individuals over different cameras; off-line
retrieval of the video sequences containing a
person of interest).
PRA Lab developed a re-identification system
using a network of Microsoft Kinect RGB-D cameras. The system is able to re-identify people in
real-time, combining soft cues extracted from
both the RGB and
the Depth domains.

The results of PRA Lab research on biometrics
are published in top level conferences (e.g.
IJCB, BTAS, ICB) and Journals (e.g. IET Biometrics, IEEE Transactions on Informations Forensics and Security).
http://pralab.diee.unica.it/biblio

Content-based Image Retrieval
Computer Security
PRA Lab research focuses on the most recent
Computer Security trends. The Lab leads the
europroject ILLBuster (llegal Activities Buster)
and develops solutions for Web Applications
Security, Network Security, Mobile Security,
Botnet Detection and Malicious Document Classification.
Since 2012, the Lab also organizes the Summer
School on Computer Security and Privacy
"Building Trust in the Information Age"
http://comsec.diee.unica.it/summer-school/

A big challenge in Image Forensics is the retrieval of relevant images from large galleries. Image Hunter is a Content Based Image Retrieval
system empowered by a Relevance Feedback
engine that enables an effective interactive
exploration of big image databases.

Secure Learning in Adversarial Settings
Research at PRA Lab aims to develop secure-bydesign systems, that is, systems that are
natively resilient against the unavoidable attempts of evasion made by adversaries. The Lab
activities focused on the “Adversarial Learning”
area aim to study how the learning algorithms
that empower our systems can be made more
robust against these attempts by proactively
simulating an arms race with the adversary to
meet more strict security requirements.

